
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (19) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 3rd of February 2019 

Location: B2.11 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Viktoriia Akhankova, Tom Flipse, Ana Mar Kreutzenbeck 

Pérez, Artem Gryshchenko, Marc Janvier-Olsen. 

 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Naya Manuputty, Siddharth Jethwani. 

 

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek. 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: ODC Meetings  

9. Topic 2: OV Evaluation + Voting on topics  

10. Topic 3: PR: Merch and Events  

11. Topic 4: ASVA Petition Vote  

11. Topic 5: Council Sentiments   

12. Any other business 

13. Points for the CSR 

14. Points for the Media 

15. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alex opens the meeting at 17:05.  

 

2. Announcements  

• Teun and Artem will come in a bit later, Nadya and Sid are absent.  

• Medium magazine will start doing 2 articles on the FSR per month.  

200203-1: Robin writes an article for Medium Magazine (in collaboration with Jade).  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 18 

The minutes of the PV of the 29th of January are set without changes.  

4. Action points  

The action list is updated and the OV action points are taken into account. New action points: 

 

200203-2: Ana Mar and Minou ask Josien Hagen about any problems regarding (availability 

and awareness of) confidential advisers.  

200203-3: The DB sets up an appointment with the new college director of Communication 

Science.  

200203-4: The DB emails the dean about the FSR not accepting the proposed compromise for 

OER part A. 

200203-5: Ana Mar and Minou send the dean information about Our Bodies Our Voice. 

 

5. Mail 

Resit exam PPG → Sid has answered this email 

 

Contact about toilet paper → Psychology wants to know how we realised our Toilet Paper. 

200203-6: Birgit sends Alex the contact information of the person responsible for hanging the 

(frames for the?) Toilet Papers. 

 

6. Updates  

Update by the chair  

Hi guys! Here are the chair updates for this week. There is not a lot to say about last week. We 

had our 3rd OV of the year which I think went pretty well. Thank you a lot for all the work you 

put into it! Tomorrow we will officially vote on some of the discussed topics and I will update 

the dean on Tuesday morning of our council’s position.  

Additionally, I will not be in Amsterdam from the 9th until the 12th of February so please 

let me know in advance if there is anything you’d like to discuss on that time period so I can 

plan properly.  

 

Update by the delegate to the CSR 

Last weekend the CSR had its evaluation weekend. We managed to highlight strength and 

weaknesses of the council, possible obstacles and goals for the following 6 months. Apart from 
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that, the CSR is looking into ways to reform its working structure and agreements due to some 

difficulties related to attendance and task fulfillment of council members. This internal working 

structure topic is the most important one at the moment. 

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without any changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: ODC Meetings (phase: orientation) 

The council discusses the ODC meeting pieces and ensures that the aims of each agenda point 

are clear. 

Survey student involvement: the council members should stress during the ODC’s that 

the survey should be distributed. Communication Science (CS) has not distributed it yet. 

Psychology does not have a newsletter but will put it on the narrowcasting. Social sciences has 

distributed the survey in the newsletter, so their part has already been done. Council members 

should stress that we need responses by mid-February (the 15th).  

Update on credits for council work: the aim is to get credits on all programmes (in all 

domains). This agenda point is about updating on the action points. All ODC’s except for Social 

Sciences should introduce the idea of credits for council work, ODC’s should be made aware 

of its existence.  

 The meeting piece on the code of conduct is quite clear and self-explanatory.  

 Housing: the dean quite often states that the matter of the clustering of working group 

rooms should be taken up at a lower level, so this might be a very nice topic for the ODC. This 

has been an issue for years now, so we can’t expect so get to a solution very fast.  

 

9. Topic 2: OV Evaluation + Voting on topics (phase: discussion/decision) 

The council briefly evaluates the third consultation meeting with the dean.  

 

Selection procedure Psychology 

Teun: there was a lot of discussion on all kinds of details, but we did not get a definitive answer 

on why they changed the numbers, why should the number be different, according to the 

administration?  

Vika would like to see a better reasoning: why should the student numbers be changed? 

Vika does not think the fact that other universities having different numbers, is the best 

reasoning to change our perspective as a council. 

Vote: the FSR supports the faculty’s decision to reduce the maximum amount of student influx 

for the bachelor’s programme of Psychology. The vote is accepted.  

 

Numerus fixus CS: 

The council discusses the numerus fixus process again, the arguments discussed in the OV of 

the 30th of January are repeated. The selection test is discussed: how will this influence 
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accessibility? There have been a lot of arguments on why a test is the best / most objective way 

to go (in comparison to a motivation letter or showing GPA). The FSR does not have any power 

over this, the CSR has the right to advice (which might not even get taken into consideration 

by the CvB).  

Vote: the FSR supports the decision of the FMG to implement a Numerus Fixus for 

Communication Science. The vote is accepted.  

 

OER: 

The FSR discusses the compromise as proposed by the dean. We should specify how do we 

define ‘big’ changes? Tom would be in favor of the compromise, but only in case that the FSR 

could still make changes.  

Minou does not really understand what difference this vote would make, since next 

year’s council could still make changes. It would probably make it harder for next year’s council 

to change anything. It would decrease workload for the faculty’s employees and to all 

programme committees. However, would this be democratical? All FSR and PC members 

change every year.  

Vote: the FSR is in favour of the compromise of the dean: a conditional two-year 

acceptance of part A of the OER. The vote is rejected. However, we still have the option to 

(in the transfer) tell the FSR of ‘20-‘21 that part A has been well revised by us.  

 

10. Topic 3: PR Merch and Events (phase: discussion/decision) 

The taskforce promotion and media requests the council to vote on a proposal surrounding the 

events they wish to execute for the year to the council. The five highest ranking events are speed 

dating with the FSR FMG, FSR info session (Think Tank FEB), (Pizza?) Focus Group for 

Student Involvement, Let’s Talk OER, a Post exam rant session. Teun is not in favour of the 

post exam rant session (live). However, Vika remembers that this was supposed to be an 

Instagram live event.  

 

Vote: the FSR is in favour of organising the events that PR proposed. The vote is accepted.  

 

11. Topic 4: ASVA Petition Vote (phase: discussion/decision) 

This has been moved up to next week’s PV. 

 

12. Topic 5: Council Sentiments (30m.) (Confidential) Orientation/Decision 

The Council is given the opportunity to share their sentiments about the year in preparation for 

evaluation weekend. 

 

200203-7: All council members download the Slack app / make sure to turn on their 

notifications / check the platform more often.  
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12. Any other business  

Tom was approached by Nina from the FdR, the FdR got an invitation to organise a spring 

festival for students at REC (together with FEB).  

 

14. Points for the CSR 

None. 

 

15. Points for the Media 

None. 

 

16. Questions and Closing  

Alex closes the meeting at 10:59. 

 

Action list 

200203-1: Robin writes an article for Medium Magazine (in collaboration with Jade).  

200203-2: Ana Mar and Minou ask Josien Hagen about any problems regarding (availability 

and awareness of) confidential advisers.  

200203-3: The DB sets up an appointment with the new college director of Communicating 

Science.  

200203-4: The DB emails the dean about the FSR not accepting the proposed compromise for 

OER part A. 

200203-5: Ana Mar and Minou send the dean information about Our Bodies Our Voice. 

200203-6: Birgit sends Alex the contact information of the person responsible for hanging the 

(frames for the?) Toilet Papers. 

200203-7: All council members download the Slack app / make sure to turn on their 

notifications / check the platform more often.  

29102020-9 The PR taskforce will look into the possibility of narrowcasting instead of posters 

considering sustainability. 

200122-3: Ana Mar will discuss the Numerus Fixus at Communication Science in her next 

diversity meetings, to see how we can tackle the attraction of first generation students. 

200122-5: Ana Mar prepares a half year budget report by the first PV of February 

191211-6: Teun asks the ODC POW about the problems regarding internships. 

191127-7: In the PC meetings, everyone asks the personal contact info (phone numbers and 

emails) of their PC members and BoS-students. Sid and Birgit will make sure the platform is 

set up.  

191014-13: O&F committee looks into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan). 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no later 

than 24 hours before the PV. 

160426-8: The AS forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading Confidential. 

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed. 
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161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB. 

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s. 

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the domain, 

it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC. 

170117-8: Everyone pays attention to the fact that OCs are sometimes partly English and thus 

all communication with them is in both Dutch and English. 

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it. 

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails. 

171013-7: Every one puts updates of workgroups in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV. 

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated. 

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts. 

190212-7: All OC listeners ask whether the OC sends its advice to the FSR. 

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a PC meeting. 

191113-6: Birgit will write a rough version of the evaluation on the DoR. 

191211-4: The FSR ’19-‘20 makes sure the FSR of ’20-‘21 plans their first ODC’s right at the 

start of the year (OR should be invited as well).  

 


